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This document provides a full and detailed description (the second ‘D’ in6

the ODD protocol) of the workings of the model described in Chapter 8 of7

Spatial Simulation: Exploring Pattern and Process (Forthcoming, 2013, Wiley).8

It should be read in conjunction with that material and while examining the9

model itself, full code of which is available at someurl.org.10

1 Process overview and scheduling11

See leGUMEv1.6.nlogo

In spite of the large number of model parameters listed, the overall behaviour12

of the model is straightforward. The easiest way to get to grips with it is to13

examine a flowchart of the sequence of events in the model each model time14

step (see Figure 1). The basic sequence is that groups assess their situation and15

relocate if necessary, then hunt and gather each month (one iteration in model16

time) and the collective landscape map is updated. During the relocation step a17

group may decide to leave the island if hunting is not going well, or to relocate18

its home camp if local gathering is not going well. To ensure that groups spend19

at least one year on the island, this step only occurs after the first year has20

ended. Every twelfth iteration, in other words once a year, additional operations21

occur: human population growth, and possible group splitting or merging, and22

landscape resource regrowth.23

2 Landscape initialisation24

The first stage in landscape initialisation is to set up a two state landscape of25

which approximately the desired proportion pH of grid cells have non-zero high26

value resource capacity, kH > 0. This is done using the SIMMAP modified ran-27

dom clusters (percolation) method (see Chapter 5) with percolation threshold28

p and assigning the percolation clusters created so that near to pH of grid cells29

are high value sites. All patches outside these areas have kH = 0. All grid30
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Figure 1: A flowchart showing overview of the model. The left-hand diagram
shows model initialisation and running. Right-hand panel shows details for each
model iteration.

cells in the high value resource area are then assigned a high value capacity kH31

according to32

k∗H = kmax,HN
1

0
(µ = 0.9, σ = 0.1) (1)

where the sub- and superscripts on the normal random deviate indicate that33

repeated random draws are made until a value between zero and one is obtained.34

Next, these values are locally averaged on the von Neumann neighbourhood to35

give the initial setting for kH :36

kH =
1

5

∑

r=1

kH (2)

Note that this results in a single grid cell ’boundary region’ around each patch37

of high value resource (see Figure 2). Low value resource capacity kL is set by38

applying the procedure of Equations 1 and 2 but substituting the low resource39

capacity parameter kL,max in place of kH,max.40

With the resource capacities set, initial random resource availability levels41

are set according to42

zH = kHN
1

0 (0.9, 0.1) (3)

zL = kLN
1

0
(0.9, 0.1)
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Figure 2: Three initial landscapes, each with pH = 0.15 and with (a) p = 0.4,
(b) p = 0.52, and (c) p = 0.58. These snapshots are for a smaller 100×100
island. Dark areas are high value resource patches.

Finally, ten iterations of the annual resource regrowth process (see the next sec-43

tion) are applied to give the initial landscape. Three example initial landscapes44

are shown in Figure 2.45

3 Landscape regrowth46

As landscape regrowth is part of the model initialisation process, we describe47

it here. Resource regrowth is modelled using a standard logistic growth model.48

Thus, the levels of availability of each resource change each year, that is every49

twelfth model iteration according to50

z(t+ 1)∗ = z(t) + N (r, σ)z(t)

[

k − z(t)

k

]
∣

∣

∣

∣

k

0

(4)

where the z, k, r and σ parameters are either the high or low value resources51

versions as appropriate. The final 0 and k sub- and superscripts indicate that52

the resulting new resource level is constrained to lie between zero and the grid53

cell capacity k, that is it is set to k if Equation 4 produces a value greater than54

this. Following this regrowth, the low value resource (only) undergoes diffusion55

by local averaging with its four near neighbours according to56

zL = (1− w)z∗L +
w

4

∑

r=1

z∗L (5)

where z∗L is the intermediate value resulting from Equation 4 applied to the low57

value resource. For the high value resource, if z∗H is less than the minimum58

sustainable level zH,min, then the resource is deemed to have been eliminated at59

that location, and set to zH = 0. High and low value resources exist completely60

independently from one another so there are no interactions in their growth61

processes.62
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4 Collective ‘map’ of the island63

All groups in the model maintain a shared map of the island. This is crudely64

represented by maintaining an integer index value Vx for each grid cell location x65

such that 1 6 Vx 6 100, where a value of one means that the location is familiar66

to groups on the island, while 100 means that it is completely unknown. When67

the model is initialised, all locations are equally unknown (Vx = 100) except for68

the local area A around the home-camp location, where the index is initialised69

to one. Any grid cell visited by a group has its index value reset to one, and70

every month all grid cells other than the home-camp location have their index71

value incremented by one. In addition, all cells perform a local averaging step72

over the von Neumann neighbours:73

Vx,i(t+ 1) = 0.95Vx,i + 0.05
∑

dij=1

Vx,j (6)

This makes the map ‘memory’ of locations that have not been visited recently74

fade, and also has the effect of slowly spreading the effect of known locations, so75

that, for example, grid cells adjacent to a recently travelled route become better76

known. Note that unlike the hunting memory of groups which are exclusive and77

not shared, the map of the island is held in common.78

This index plays a role in the search behaviour and relocation behaviour of79

groups during model execution, as described in the relevant sections. The map80

ensures that regions of the island near currently active hunting grounds, along81

recent search paths and around the current and recent home camp locations are82

less favoured for search hunting trips.83

5 Initialisation of groups84

A single group is placed on the island in a location on the edge of the grid,85

such that it is not on a high value resource patch, but is adjacent to one. This86

represents the idea that a group will arrive on the shoreline of the island, and87

that they are likely initially to be close to useful resources.88

The initial home camp c is set to this location. The collective map index89

value for all grid cells is set to 100, except for those grid cells in the local area90

A (defined according to Equation ??) where Vc = 1. Thus, the island starts as91

essentially unknown territory to the newly arrived group.92

The group’s initial population n is drawn from a Poisson distribution with93

mean λ = nmax/2. Hunting memory H is set to be empty, and the search94

tortuosity of the group is set to an initial value sp,0.95

6 Group assessment of situation and relocation96

In every iteration after the first year of model time, the first action taken by97

groups is to determine whether they wish to relocate. First they assess how98
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good the hunting has been in recent times. The total yield associated with all99

hunting spots in their memory
∑

H Yi is determined, and if it is equal to zero,100

then the hunting is deemed bad and the group elects to leave the island. If they101

are the last remaining group, then this will end the model run.102

Next the local area A is assessed to determine if the group will relocate103

because the foraging locally is poor. Here the total currently available low value104

resource
∑

A zL is determined and if it is less than half the group’s total annual105

resource requirement nZ/2 they decide to relocate. This formulation implicitly106

assumes that a group hopes to collect up to half of its annual resource needs107

locally. We note that this threshold may be rather low, causing groups to108

relocate relatively often, but no more often than once a month.109

When a group decides to relocate two possible mechanisms are used. A110

particular model run will be set up to use just one of them. Under the first111

method the group first moves to the hunting spot in memory with the highest112

map index of ‘unknownness’, Vx, that is the least familiar location. From that113

intermediate location, the new home camp is chosen to the be the nearest lo-114

cation, measured as max(∆x,∆y) which has no currently available high value115

resource, that is zH = 0. This distance metric which for convenience we will116

denote d8, corresponds to the number of eight-direction movement steps across117

the lattice which it would take to reach the location. This represents a deliber-118

ate attempt to move to a location where good hunting is known to be available,119

consistent with wishing to explore the island (the high Vx requirement). The120

second alternative, less ‘rational’ method selects the least known site (the one121

with highest Vx) with zH = 0 within d8 of the current home camp, such that122

⌊2r⌋ < dM < ⌈3r⌉.123

Both methods assume that a group will not locate directly in area of high124

value resource. d8 distances are used because the random walk component of the125

group searching behaviour operates on the lattice with eight directions of move-126

ment. We also explored the effect of using four nearest neighbour movement,127

but it makes no qualitative difference to model outcomes. After relocation, the128

search tortuosity of the group is reset to its initial value, sp = sp,0 and the map129

index values Vx of the new home camp c and its local area A are set to one.130

7 Hunting behaviour131

Hunting and the associated decision making occurs every model iteration. The132

sequence of operations is shown in Figure 3.133

8 Deciding how many hunting trips134

The first step is to decide how many hunting trips will be undertaken this month.135

The maximum possible number of hunting trips is determined according to136

nX,max =

⌈

n

2

fX
nX

⌉

(7)
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Figure 3: A flowchart showing the decision making process for hunting.

which is half the group population (assumed to be hunters) multiplied by the137

max number of hunts per person in a month, fX , and divided by the hunting138

party size, nX . This result is rounded up, which means that the maximum139

is never less than one hunting trip. In the first month of the model running140

this maximum value is the actual number of hunts which will be undertaken,141

so that nX = nX,max. If at any later time there are no spots in the hunting142

memory, then the actual number of hunts is also set to the maximum value. In143

later months, the result of Equation 7 is combined with an assessment of the144

likely hunting success, which is calculated from the fraction of hunting spots in145

memory with non-zero yields, that is146

p̂s =
|{H : Yi > 0}|

|H |
(8)

The number of hunting trips to be undertaken is then determined as a Poisson147

random deviate148

nX = Pois (λ = p̂snX,max)|
nX,max

0
(9)

with repeated draws to ensure that the result falls in the indicated range. Note149

that it may be determined that no hunting trips will be attempted.150
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9 Deciding what to do on each hunting trip151

With nX now known, the group repeats a process of deciding to consult their152

hunt memory, or whether instead to search, based on hunting success in the153

year to date, and the state of the hunt memory H .154

For the first hunting trip of the month, and also subsequent ones if the total155

return from hunting in the year so far is less than the level aimed for, then156

the left hand side of the flowchart in Figure 3 is followed. This choice uses an157

expectation of hunting resource yield per month of E(RX) = nZ/24, which is158

half the total resource requirement per month of the group. A group will consult159

its hunt memory to identify an already known hunting spot if the resources taken160

from hunting in the year to date RX are less than this amount multiplied by the161

number of months in the year so far, in other words if they are ‘below quota’ for162

hunting. If the decision is to consult memory rather than conduct a new search,163

then, if there are any ‘good spots’ in the hunt memory, which are those with a164

known yield Yi > nz/24, which are also within range, such that the d8 distance165

to them is less than the hunting range tX , then one is chosen (see below) and166

the group goes there to hunt. If no good spots are available, but there are any167

spots in hunt memory within range, then with equal probability, the group will168

choose one of those spots and hunt there, or will instead opt to search for a new169

spot.170

For the second and subsequent hunting trips in month, or if resource collec-171

tion is going reasonably well this year, that is the overall take RX is running172

at more than nZ/24 per month, then the group will decide to search for new173

hunting grounds.174

10 Going hunting175

For hunting and searching the group has available a number of ‘steps’ given by176

the hunting range tX . If hunting, a spot must be chosen from good spots or177

spots in memory within range. The chosen spot is that which has the highest178

value of yield divided by its d8 distance from home camp plus one, Yi/(dM +1).179

This is similar to the simple rule followed in the foraging model discussed on180

pages ?? ff. Having decided the spot, a route to it is randomly generated by181

moving in single steps towards it parallel to either the x or y axes at each step, in182

a d8 shortest path (see Figure 4). Each grid cell x visited en route has its value183

of Vx set to one. The d8 length of the route is deducted from tX to determine the184

remaining available steps for resource exploitation at the hunting ground. Note185

that this route may involve crossing narrow inlets if these intervene between the186

home-camp and the hunting spot, because we assume that these would not have187

represented a serious obstacle.188

Having arrived at the spot, the group exploits available high value resources189

in the grid cell and then moves to whichever of the eight nearest neighbours190

has the highest remaining zH . This exploit-move behaviour is repeated for191

the remaining available number of steps, after which the group instantaneously192
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Figure 4: Three d8 shortest paths from home camp (grey square) to a hunting
spot (star). Note that no path will go outside the parallelogram shaped region
between home camp and the hunting spot, and that progress is made every step
closer to the hunting spot with no backtracking.

returns to home camp–it is assumed along the same route taken to get there.193

The amount of resource killed at each grid cell visited during the hunt is194

determined by the hunting party size, the hunting range, and the availability of195

resources.196

∆zK =

(

1

tX
×∆K min

(

nX ,
n

2

)

×
zH

kH,max

)∣

∣

∣

∣

zH

0

(10)

The first term ensures that the total kill over a whole hunt is no more than197

∆KnX . The second term means that each person in the hunting party will198

kill up ∆K of resources during the whole hunt, and that the hunting party size199

will be restricted to only n/2 if the group population is less than 2nX . The200

third term modifies the kill due to the increasing difficulty of making kills when201

the prey population is low. Note that the maximum kill is constrained to be202

between 0 and the total resource in the cell zH .203

Over the course of the exploit-move behaviour each grid cell has the amount204

∆zK removed from its available level of resources. A cell may be visited more205

than once during a hunt, as the movement is a simple random walk, albeit206

biased by the requirement to move to the highest neighbouring level of zH at207

each step. The total kill made
∑

∆K is accumulated for the group over the208

duration of the hunt, but when the hunt ends, the total resource added to the209

total and hunt collection totals for the year is limited to only min(nX , n/2)∆X210

reflecting the fact that the hunting party’s ability to return home with kill may211

be lower than its ability to make those kills in the first place. Note that this212

limit is not affected by the duration of the hunt, only by the party size.213

Each cell visited has its value of Vx set to one. If a spot in the hunt memory214

is encountered during the hunt, then it is removed from memory, since the215

information about this hunting ground is shortly to be updated on departure.216

When the available time for hunting is up, the grid cell visited during the hunt217

with the highest remaining value of zH is recorded and stored in the hunt218

memory, with an associated yield
∑

∆K , that is the total kill (from all sites)219

for this trip. The current search tortuosity value sp is also adjusted according220

to221

sp ← min (sp +∆s, sp,max) (11)
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so that the next searching trip will be a more tortuous and ‘thorough’ explo-222

ration.223

11 Searching224

Search behaviour follows a biased random walk. Starting from the home-camp225

a walk of tX steps begins. The first step is made to a randomly selected orthog-226

onally or diagonally adjacent grid cell, where the selection is weighted by the Vx227

map index values of the grid cells. This means that less well known grid cells are228

more likely to be chosen, thus favouring exploration of the unknown. The bias229

is linear, so that the probability of a cell with (say) Vx = 35 being chosen is five230

times greater than one with Vx = 7. Of course on the first search of a particular231

month, all grid cells close to home-camp are likely to have similar index values232

so the initial direction of the search is more or less a simple random choice. On233

subsequent searches in the same month, the ‘road less travelled’ close to home234

becomes more likely to be chosen, and as a search ventures into the unknown,235

previously univisited cells are highly favoured for exploration.236

Subsequent steps of the walk are in the same direction except that with237

probability sp a change of direction will occur. When the direction changes it238

is again based on Vx-weighted random selection, and immediate backtracking239

to the previous grid cell is disallowed. At each step, the Vx index value of the240

grid cell occupied is set to one. If a grid cell is entered with zH > 0, then a241

hunt is launched at that location with the number of steps available for resource242

exploitation given by tX minus the number of steps taken in the search so far.243

The hunt proceeds exactly as described in the previous section, except that the244

group is already ‘on site’, so there is no need for a route to the location to be245

generated. If the search process ends with no hunting ground found, then the246

search tortuosity is adjusted according to247

sp ← max (sp −∆s, sp,min) (12)

so that the next search undertaken will be more directed and so likely to range248

further from the home camp.249

12 Local foraging250

Local foraging is conducted in the local area A around the home camp location251

c. The amount of ‘person-months’ of effort available for foraging is determined252

from253

nF = n−

⌈

min(
n

2
, nX)

nX

nX,max

⌉

(13)

so that the more hunting that has been done in a month the less effort is available254

for local foraging. The minimum available foraging effort will be close to n
2
.255

The foraging effort is applied by once, for each unit of effort available, select-256

ing the grid cell in A with the highest low resource availability zL, and taking257
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258

∆zL = ∆L

zL
kL,max

∣

∣

∣

∣

zL

0

(14)

meaning that (subject to availability) successive visits to the same location will259

yield less resource as foraging becomes harder due to lack of resources. This260

amount is deducted from the zL level of the grid cell targeted and added to the261

total resource accumulation for the group.262

13 Human demography263

Once a year, the human population is adjusted in accordance with overall success264

at resource collection, and groups may split if they become too large.265

14 Reproduction266

Population changes are determined using an exponential growth model with
noise.

rµ = rG
RT

nZ

∣

∣

∣

∣

mmax

0

(15)

∆n = ‖n(t)N (rµ, rσ)‖ (16)

n(t+ 1) = n(t) + ∆n (17)

Thus a mean birth rate is determined, which is the baseline birth rate rG multi-267

plied by a factor reflecting the success during the past year at resource collection.268

This mean birth rate is used to draw a random normally distributed actual birth269

rate, and the population change that results is rounded to the nearest whole270

number. Over time, if the group is successful at collecting the annually required271

quantity of resources nZ then it is expected to grow in population as the birth272

rate will consistently be high and positive. Note that a negative birth rate is273

possible, so that group populations may fall as well as rise.274

15 Group merging275

If after reproduction n 6 nmin then the group will merge with the nearest276

(measured by d8 distance) other group. The populations of the two groups277

and their hunting spot memories are combined. If the number of spots in the278

merged group memory exceeds the maximum allowed, then the required number279

of spots with the lowest yields are forgotten. Note that the new merged group280

may subsequently also undergo the reproduction process with its augmented281

(post-merger) population, so that a small number of the population contribute282

twice in a year to possible population growth, but this will be unusual (it will283

only occur if the small group has experience negative growth to fall below nmin)284

and the effect is expected to be very small.285
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16 Group splitting286

If after reproduction and possible group merges, the population of any group287

exceeds the maximum allowed, so that n > nmax then the group splits into two288

groups. Each member of the population is assigned with equal probability to289

one of the two groups. The hunt memory of the original group is subdivided by290

determining the yield-weighted centre location of the spots in memory according291

to292

h =

∑

H xYi
∑

H Yi

(18)

Then, the orientation of the spots in the memory is determined, that is whether293

it extends further parallel to the x or y axes of the model space. The hunting294

spots are then divided into two sets perpendicular to the longer axis at the295

centroid location h. Thus an east-west oriented set of hunting spots will be296

split into eastern and western subsets. Note that if one spot has particularly297

high yield and many or all the others have zero yield, then h may be located298

close to or even on the ‘edge’ of the region covered by the hunting spots. In299

such cases one of the subsets may include many spots with close to zero yield300

while the other consists of only one spot, the good one. This does not seem an301

unreasonable scenario, although whichever group is assigned the poor hunting302

spots may struggle to succeed in subsequent months.303

Having split the hunting spots, the subset with higher total yield is assigned304

to the larger of the two groups, and the lower yielding spots are assigned to the305

smaller group. Both groups then relocate from the current home camp location306

according to the usual process for group relocation (see pages 4 ff.), using their307

new acquired hunting spots in their memory if the hunting-spot based method308

is in use.309

17 Hunt memory310

The hunt memory H of each group plays an important role in its behaviour,311

as is clear from preceding sections. Here we summarise the ways in which the312

memory may change during model operation, so that it is clearer.313

• New hunting spot tuples 〈xi, Yi〉are added to H at the end of a hunting314

trip.315

• If adding a spot to the memory at any time increases its size |H | to greater316

than the hunt memory length nH , then spots are removed from memory317

by removing the lowest yield spots first. If two spots have equally low318

yield, then one is chosen at random.319

• If a spot already in the memory is encountered while hunting in the exploit-320

move phase, then it is removed from memory, as it will soon be replaced321

by an updated record for this hunting ground.322
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• When groups merge, their hunting memories are combined and if |H | > nH323

then the required number of lowest yielding spots are forgotten to ensure324

that |H | = nH .325

• When a group splits, its hunting memory is also split between the group326

and its ‘offshoot’ group as detailed in the previous section.327
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